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MercerInsight is a sophisticated yet simple-to-use cloud-based 
platform for institutional investors to gain access to insights and 
analytics on more than 6,000 managers and 25,000 strategies.

Introducing Portfolio Focus
MercerInsight Portfolio Focus is a brand new offering available to 
Mercer’s advisory clients, providing an entry-level version  
of MercerInsight. 
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MercerInsight provides global, 
comprehensive coverage of the 
products available to institutional 
investors and the ability to view 
a wide range of information, 
from quantitative analysis on 
performance and holdings data to 
the ratings and recommendations 
from Mercer’s deep global 
manager research boutiques 
(composed of more than  
100 staff).
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Important notices  
References to Mercer shall be construed 
to include Mercer LLC and/or its 
associated companies.  
 
This contains confidential and 
proprietary information of Mercer  
and is intended for the exclusive use  
of the parties to whom it was provided  
by Mercer. Its content may not be 
modified, sold, or otherwise provided,  
in whole or in part, to any other person  
or entity, without Mercer’s prior  
written permission. 
 
This does not contain investment 
advice relating to your particular 
circumstances. No investment decision 
should be made based on this information 
without first obtaining appropriate 
professional advice and considering  
your circumstances. 
 
Information contained herein has 
been obtained from a range of third 
party sources. While the information is 
believed to be reliable, Mercer has not 
sought to verify it independently. As 
such, Mercer makes no representations 
or warranties as to the accuracy of the 
information presented and takes no 
responsibility or liability (including for 
indirect, consequential, or incidental 
damages) for any error, omission, or 
inaccuracy in the data supplied by any 
third party. 
 
This does not constitute an offer or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 
securities, commodities, and/or any 
other financial instruments or products 
or constitute a solicitation on behalf of 
any of the investment managers, their 
affiliates, products, or strategies that 
Mercer may evaluate or recommend. 
 

Conflicts of interest 
For Mercer’s conflict of interest 
disclosures, contact your Mercer 
representative or see  
www.mercer.com/conflictsofinterest. 
 

Mercer universes 
Mercer’s universes are intended to 
provide collective samples of strategies 
that best allow for robust peer group 
comparisons over a chosen timeframe. 
Mercer does not assert that the peer 
groups are wholly representative of  
and applicable to all strategies  
available to investors.

At no additional cost, advisory clients can access comprehensive 
research documents and ratings alongside profile reports, email 
alerts, and performance analytics on their invested strategies. This 
unique feature allows users to keep fully up to date with any changes 
related to their underlying managers. 

Subscription options are available for clients that require access to 
the wider universe of managers and strategies.

STRATEGY OVERVIEW
Product name UK - Manager D - Global E M
Manager MANAGER X
Strategy name Global E M
Year of inception 1989
Rating A
Rating date 21 Aug 2015
Previous rating A (P)
ESG Rating ESG3
ESG Rating date 21 Aug 2015
Benchmark MSCI Emerging Markets
Product Group/Category Emerging Markets, Emerging Markets Equity
Status Closed
Strategy Assets $US27.6 billion as at 31 Mar 2016
Number of clients 218
Outperformance target 3 - 4
Expected tracking error 5 - 7
Number of stocks 150-170
Researcher Gareth Anderson
Marketing contact(s) Nick Archer

Investment process
Provided by MANAGER X
PhilosophyWe believe that superior long-term investment returns in
emerging markets equities are delivered by identifying underpriced
companies through our own independent research and disciplined analysis,
and using a bottom-up investment approach to create a diversified portfolio.
We are prepared to be patient, investing with a five year time horizon. We
believe that investment in emerging markets equities is best made by a
group of specialist and experienced investment professionals operating as a
cohesive team.StyleOur investment process aims to identify those
companies best able to take advantage of emerging markets growth
opportunities and which are found to be trading at an attractive discount to
their assessed intrinsic value. This leads our client portfolios to have a
'growth' component (containing companies with entrepreneurial
management, attractive volume growth prospects and high returns on
incremental capital investment), as well as a 'value' component (where the
companies have established market positions, healthy balance sheets and
strong cashflows). As investors in emerging market companies, we look to
take advantage of:·Structural Changes: the natural course of economic
development creates a dynamic investment environment, but one in which
the opportunities are unlikely to be captured by those investors focussed on
the short term, as changes will unfold over years rather than
months.·Change at the Corporate Level: structural changes are unlikely to
be universally beneficial to companies, but can lead to a more competitive
operating environment which challenges management and widens the
disparities between individual companies, thus providing further opportunities
for investors.·Stockmarket Inefficiencies: for various reasons, including a
lack of publicly available analysis, emerging markets tend to be inefficient at
pricing shares. Our detailed analysis enables us to identify those stocks
which are selling at the greatest discount to their intrinsic value.

MERCER VIEW
Mercer View Date 9 May 2016
Current Ratings A, ESG3
Author Jonathan Marshall

Overall View

MANAGER X has an experienced and capable team with a clear focus on
emerging markets equity investing. This experience, combined with the
depth of the company research undertaken and the cross fertilisation of
ideas through the team's structure, provides the strategy with an edge. The
senior team members have a significant stake in the business, which has
helped in keeping the team stable since the firm's inception. The volume of
assets in this strategy is high relative to competitors, and MANAGER X actively
takes a degree of liquidity risk. However they are aware of the issue and
have recently closed to new flows as a result. Overall we retain our
confidence in the team's ability to continue to generate value adding ideas
that they can hold for the long term.

MERCER EVALUATION SUMMARY
Idea Generation ++
MANAGER X has a well-resourced team with an impressive depth of experience;
the majority of team members have significantly more than 10 years
experience in emerging markets and have a variety of different backgrounds.
The team is structured to prevent the team working in small silos and to
ensure new ideas are discussed and debated among a number of different
individuals within the team. Stock selection is focused and everyone on the
team buys in to the foundational beliefs supporting the bottom up research. It
is the depth of the research, extent of travel/visits, genuinely long term
approach, and disciplined valuation framework which gives the team a
competitive edge. Contributing ideas to the smaller cap fund allows the team
to be aware of smaller market opportunities ahead of competitors and to spot
emerging trends.

Portfolio Construction +
Portfolio construction is efficiently managed by the PCT, comprising both
permanent and rotating members from the wider investment team. This
group provides oversight for the portfolio and reviews liquidity and the
correlation of stocks, ensuring stock positions are well calibrated and the
portfolio is well diversified. The rotational role on the PCT enhances
ownership of the end portfolio across the team, but can also be seen to deny
any value specifically added through portfolio construction.

Implementation =
The level of assets under management remains a concern despite the fact
that MANAGER X has recently decided to suspend subscriptions into the GEM
strategy for the foreseeable future. Trading is managed by a dedicated team
of 3 London-based traders who use a range of large global as well as
smaller local brokers. Given the low turnover nature of this strategy limited
use appears to be made of more sophisticated trading technique.

Business Management +
Affiliated Managers Group (AMG) appears to be a supportive owner,
facilitating wider employee ownership within MANAGER X and allowing
operational autonomy. Approximately 49% of the firm is owned by MANAGER X
employees and a Trust that facilitates new partners. A pre-partnership
scheme is in place to bridge the gap between new staff and partners. The
firm focuses solely on Emerging Markets Equity.

Additional Observations
The strategy is not expected to display persistent factor bias. The strategy is
not managed to any benchmark and significant country positions relative to
the benchmark may build up in the portfolio, driven by bottom up stock
selection. While relative risk may be high, the portfolio is well diversified and
absolute volatility is fairly low. The strategy is expected to struggle in

MANAGER X
Global E M

Other

Breakdown by Client Type
Institutional $US25.6 billion 97.9%
Retail $US0 million 0.0%
Insurance $US560.4230 million 2.1%

Number of Staff (Firm-wide)
Fund Managers 9
Analysts 2
Total Investment Professionals 11
Total Staff 70

FEE SCHEDULE
Vehicle Name The Emerging Markets Fund of the MANAGER X

Group Trust for Employee Benefit Plans
Vehicle Type US ERISA-Qualified Institutional Pooled Fund

Fee Scale in US Dollar
0.9% on the first $100 million
0.75% on the next $150 million
0.65% on the balance

Minimum Account Size: $75m

Expense Ratio 0.7%

Fee on US Dollar 75 million account
$US675,000 (0.900%)

Relative to Peers
Peer Group All Vehicles

Percent Rank: 51
Upper Quartile: 100.0bp ($0.75M)
Median: 90.0bp ($0.68M)
Lower Quartile: 80.0bp ($0.60M)
Number of Vehicles: 548

MANAGER X
Global E M

PERFORMANCE
Track Record Name Global E M
Track Record Type Composite

MANAGER X
Global E M

RATINGS HISTORY
Date Rating IG PC Imp BM Comments
30-Mar-2012 A ++ + = + 03/12 - Provisional designation removed following recent research meeting which

served to allay previous concerns and allowed us to re-assert the positive view we
previously held on the wider team s knowledge, ability and team structure. It also
gave us a clearer understanding of how MANAGER X intends to manage capacity 
going forward.  See Research View on GIMD for further information.

18-Jan-2012 ESG3
18-Jan-2012 A (P) ++ + = + 01/12 - Rating made Provisional following concerns regarding capacity.  See

Research Note on GIMD for further information.
24-Apr-2010 A ++ + = + A- ratings no longer exist and have been changed to A. 09/09 - Rating reviewed, n

o change.
27-Jun-2006 A- ++ + = + 06/06 - From A-(P)1 to A-3.  Capacity issues remain a watching point for the firm,

however at this stage we are comfortable they are managing this in a sensible
manner.  We continue to be impressed by the team.  See Research Note on GIMD
for more detail.

28-Jul-2005 A- (P) ++ + = + 07/05 - From A(P)2 to A-(P)4.  The Chile Fund issue appears to have been resolved.
However, we have some concerns regarding capacity issues and liquidity.  A
meeting will be arranged to review these issues.  See News Items on GIMD for more
detail.

09-Mar-2005 A (P) ++ + + + 03/05 - Reviewed, no change.  Rating was made PROVISIONAL due to
organisational uncertainty.  Allegations made against the firm are still being
reviewed by the regulatory authorities.  See News Item on GIMD for more detail.

02-Feb-2005 A (P) 02/05 - Rating made PROVISIONAL due to organisational uncertainty.  Allegations
made against the firm are currently being reviewed by the regulatory authorities.
See News Item on GIMD for more detail.

19-Nov-2003 A 19 Nov 2003 - From B+4 to A3 based on very positive feedback from research
meeting done by Mailesh Shah.

14-Jun-2002 B+ 6/02 - new entry to replace deleted entry that was rated B+4

Ratings Factors
IG – Idea Generation, PC – Portfolio Construction, Imp – Implementation, BM – Business Management
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